Castle Maintenance Offers Free Sanitizer With Any Furnace Or Air
Duct Cleaning Services
Castle Maintenance specialize in household and heating cleaning and maintenance,
and is offering a free sanitizer with any furnace or air duct cleaning to help
homeowners keep their homes fresh.
Calgary, Alberta, January 19, 2015 (FPRC) -- Canada is a country with one of the biggest
temperature variations in the world, capable of reaching over 30 degrees centigrade in summer and
sometimes minus 30 degrees centigrade in winter. As such, it is no surprise that homeowners in
Calgary not only have fires, but furnaces in their homes. These like all things require cleaning and
maintenance, and Castle Maintenance took their success in that field and translated it into a
burgeoning home cleaning and maintenance business. Their latest promotion is to include a free
sanitizer with any furnace or air duct cleaning service.
In a move endorsed by their marketing partners MrSeoDude , Castle Maintenance is offering a free
sanitizer worth nearly 70 dollars. This will destroy harmful contaminants such as mould, mildew and
dust mites, optimizing indoor air quality and preventing the spread of diseases and ailments like
asthma during the dangerous winter months.
Furnace cleaning by Castle is the most thorough available anywhere, and utilizes a ten step process
cleaning fan and heat exchangers, igniters, sensors, coils, chimneys, and checking thermo couples,
motors, fan speed and more. This is just one of the twelve services the company now offers to help
keep homes bright and clean.
A spokesperson for Castle Maintenance explained, “We have undertaken this special offer because
we believe it will help more people than ever take on our services and then experience the
difference first hand. What’s more, it allows existing and regular customers to enjoy a longer legacy
than ever before on one of our cleans, as it helps prevent the buildup of the kind of particulates that
necessitate cleaning, meaning furnaces and ducts will stay fresher for longer. We look forward to
helping people get through the worst months of 2015 as cleanly as possible.”
About Castle Maintenance: Castle Maintenance has been keeping homes in Calgary and Southern
Alberta running smoothly for nearly 50 years, and is the number one source for Calgary Furnace
and Vent Cleaning. Castle Maintenance has been dedicated to service and customer satisfaction,
expanding from chimney sweeping in the 60’s to furnace and duct cleaning, window washing, power
washing and many more home maintenance services. For more information please visit:
http://furnacecleaningcalgary.net
Contact Information
For more information contact Kelly K. of Castle Maintenance Service
(http://furnacecleaningcalgary.net)
403-250-5172
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